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Simulation study on human bipedal locomotion




Along with the population aging, the number of patients who need rehabilitation
is increasing in many countries. Because the medical conditions and symptoms are
different across individuals, therapists have to try various rehabilitation methods until
they find an effective treatment for a specific patient. In other words, there are
no standard methods in the field of rehabilitation. If we can eliminate the painful
trial-and-error processes that coulde take very long time, it will be beneficial for the
patients. A potential way to do this is to use computer simulation.
In this study, we focused on bipedal locomotion, that is one of the basic daily
activities and its disorder requires rehabilitations. We built two mathematical models
for bipedal locomotion, which consists of a neural network model of the brain and a
musculoskeletal model of the body. Eventually, we succeeded in simulating bipedal
locomotion models for cerebellar injury and hemiplegia after stroke.
In cerebellar injured model, during the initial phase of walking, the cerebellum
learned the timing of foot contact on the ground, and after that stable bipedal lo-
comotion was realized. We observed that when one hemisphere of the cerebellum
was removed, the foot at the injured side was lifted higher than that at the other
side. This abnormal foot lifting is consistent with a case study in cerebellar injured
patients. This result suggests that the cerebellum plays an essential role in smooth
gait control.
Hemiplegia model succeeded in acquiring a stable locomotion. Then, we weakened
neural inputs to the muscles on one side leg to simulate a stroke condition. Immedi-
ately after the simulated hemiplegia, the model failed to walk. We refitted feedback
parameters of reflex or rhythmic locomotion controller to compensate the locomotion.
Stable locomotion was recovered in both conditions. Only in the latter, the neural ac-
tivities were abnormal which is similar to chronic stroke patients. This result implies
that chronic stroke patients might alter parameters of rhythmic locomotion controller
to compensate locomotion.
These results suggest that our simplified brain-body models could simulate patho-
logical locomotion in abnormal conditions, therefore computer simulations of rehabil-
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????????? (WHO)??,????? 7%??????????????, 14%
???????????, 21%?????????????????? [1]. 2015????
?????? 26%????.????????????????????????? [2].
?????????????????????????? (??????)??????
?????????.??????, 2025???????????? 75??? (????
?)??????????, ???????????????????????????


































































?? 3 ???, ???????????????, ???????????????? 2
???????????????????,???????????????.











????????. ??????????????????????? [16,17]. ????
??????????????????,???????????????.
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?????????????? (? 2.2). ????????????????????
?. ??????????????????? 2?????????? (???,????
??????????). ??,??????????????????????. ???











?????????????????. ?????? 2.3???. ???? 8?????
?, ?????????,???????,?????,??????????.
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? 2.5 ??????????. ????????????????????????






































??????????, ?????????????????????. b). ?????
?????????????. ??????,??? CPG?????????????
??????????. ???????, ?????????????????, ???
?–??????????????????????.????????????????
????????????????, ?????,???????–??????????


























???????, ??????????????????. CPG ??????, 1910 ?










(2015)????????????,?????????? Rhythm Generator (RG)??
?????????????????? Pattern Formation (PF)??????????
2?? CPG?????????? (? 2.7) [25]. ???????, ??????????
????????????????????????, ???????????????.
? 2.7 ???? CPG ???. Rhythm Generator (RG) ? Pattern Formation
(PF) ? 2 ??????????????. RG ? PF ???, ??????????








??, ???????????????????? [18]. Calancie? (1994)?????
20
???????, ?????, ??????????????????????????
?????????????? [27]. ????????????? CPG???????
???????????????????. Dimitrijevic ? (1998) ?????????
????????,????????????????????????????? [28].
??????????????? CPG ?????????????????. ???
?????,??????????????????????????????????
? [29]. ?????? CPG ???????????????. ???, ???????
????,???????????????????????????????????
???? [30–34]. ???????????????,??????????????, ?
?????????????????????????????????, ?????
CPG??????????????. ??????????motor module (?????
???)?????. ?????? motor module?????????????????
???????????????. ??, motor module??????????????
?????,???????????????????????? [35].
21




















??????????? [37]. 3 ????????????????????, ????










???. ?????? (dragging gait) ??????. ??, ????????????
???, ????????????, ?????????, ?????????????
???.????????????????????. ???????????????
?. 3 ??????????????, ??????????????????????
?????????????? [41]. ????????????,??????????
? motor module ???????????????????????????????




















???????????????????????? [44–54], ?? 3??? 2?? 1?
? 4???? Taga??? [44]???, 4??? Taga???????? 2?? 7???
????????????.?????????.
? Taga????????? (Matsuoka?????)???????,????????













N = Iθ¨, (2.1)
???, F ??, m???, x¨???????. N ????, I ????????, θ¨ ??
???????.
2????????
2???????????????. ? 2.9?????????. ??????????
? (? (2.1))????????,
m1x¨1 = −F1 + F3,
m1x¨2 = −F2 + F4 −m1g,
I1θ¨1 = −F1(l1/2) sin θ1 + F2(l1/2) cos θ1
−F3(l1/2) sin θ1 + F4(l1/2) cos θ1
+Tr1 + Tr2,
m2x¨3 = −F3 + F5,
m2x¨4 = −F4 + F6 −m2g,
I2θ¨2 = −F3(l2/2) sin θ2 + F4(l2/2) cos θ2
−F5(l2/2) sin θ2 + F6(l2/2) cos θ2
−Tr2 − Tr3,
(2.2)
????. m1, m2 ? Link1 ? Link2 ???, (x1, x2) ? (x3, x4) ????? Link1 ?
Link2???, Fi (i = 1, ..., 6),?? Link?????, g ??????, I1, I2 ? Link1?
Link2????????, θ1, θ2 ? Link1? Link2???, l1, l2 ? Link1? Link2??
?, Tr1,Tr2,Tr3 ?????????????.
???, Link1? Link??????????????????????. ???????
?????????????:
x1 + (l1/2) cos θ1 = x3 − (l2/2) cos θ2,
x2 − (l1/2) sin θ1 = x4 + (l2/2) sin θ2, (2.3)
??? 2??????,
x¨1 − (l1/2) sin θ1θ¨1 − x¨3 − (l2/2) sin θ2θ¨2 = (l1/2) cos θ1θ˙1 + (l2/2) cos θ2θ˙22,


































? 2.9 2 ??????. (A): 2 ???????????????. (x1, x2), (x3, x4)
? Link1? Link2???, θ1, θ2 ? Link1? Link2???, l1, l2 ? Link1? Link2
???, m1, m2 ? Link1? Link2???, g ?????????. (B): ??????



















































? 2.10 ??????????. (A): 3 ?????? Taga ???. 2 ?? 1 ?? 4
??????. [44] ????????. (x1, x2) ????????????(x3, x4)?
(x6, x7)?????????????(x9, x10)?(x12, x13)?????????????
(xr, yr)?(xl, yl)???????????x5, x8 ???????????x11, x14 ??
???????????????????M , m1, m2 ??????????????
???????????????. l1?l2 ??????,?????????????
???(B): 4 ????????????. 2 ?? 7 ???, 18 ???????. ??,
??, ??????? 1 ??? (Head, Arms, and Torso, HAT) ???. ?????
????????. (x1, x2) ? HAT ??????(x4, x5)?(x7, x8) ???????
??????(x10, x11)?(x13, x14)?????????????(x16, x17)?(x19, x20)
?????????????(xrh, yrh)?(xlh, ylh) ???????????(xrt, yrt)?
(xlt, ylt) ?????????????????????. x3, x6, x9, x12, x15, x18,
x21 ????? HAT???,?????????,?????????,??????
?????????. mHAT, muleg, mlleg, mfoot ????? HAT ????????
???????,???????????. lHAT? luthigh, llthigh, lushank, llshank ???
?? HAT ???, ???????, ???????, ???????, ???????
???????????lfoot1, lfoot2, lfoot3 ???????????????????,
????????,?????????????.
2.3.2 ????
4 ????????????. ????????????????????, ????
???????????????????,??????????????. ?????
27
????–????,????–??????? 2??????????? (? 2.11). ??
??–?????????????????, ???????????????????
?????????? [55]. ????–???????????????????,???
????????, ??????????????????? [56]. ?????????
???????????????????????. [46, 49,51,57].
F ′m = F¯
CE
m · k(ξm) · h(ηm) · αm + FPDm + FPEm ,
k(ξm) = 0.32 + 0.71 exp[−1.112(ξm − 1)] sin[3.722(ξm − 0.656)],






m {exp[15(Lm − L¯m)]− 1}.
(2.5)
F ′m ?m????????, F¯CEm ????? (CE)????????, k(ξm)????
?–????, h(ηm)?????–????, αm ? α????????????????
(0 ≤ αm ≤ 1), FPDm ? FPEm ???????????, ξm ? ηm ??????????
L¯m ??????????????????????. ξm = Lm/L¯m, ηm = L˙m/ ¯˙Lm ?
??, Lm, L˙m, ¯˙Lm ?????????, ????,???????????. cPDm ???
??, kPEm ????????. ??????????? A.1???.
? 2.11 ??????.???????–???????.?????????????
?????. ???????–???????.??????????????????









??? CPG ?????????????? 2 ?????????????. ???,
?? 2 ???????????????, ???????????, ?????????
????. ????????????????????.
τ u˙1 = −u1 − wy2 − βv1 + u0,
τ u˙2 = −u2 − wy1 − βv2 + u0,
τ ′v˙1 = −v1 + y1,
τ ′v˙2 = −v2 + y2,
yi = f(ui) (f(ui) = max(0, ui)) (i = 1, 2), (2.6)
???, ui ? i???????????, yi ? i???????????, vi ? i???
???????????????????. ??, u0 ????????, w ??????,
τ, τ ′ ???????. ???, τ, τ ′ ????? u0 ?????????????. ???
? 2.12???.???????????.
? 3?????Matsuoka????????? 12????, CPG?????, 4???












? 2.12 ?????????Matsuoka?????. (A): 2???????????




??????????????, ?????????????? (fire) ???. ????
?????????, ?????????????????????????? (firing
rate)???. ?????????????????????????????????




? (? 2.5). ??????????????????????? [60]:
zj(t) = [qj(t)]
+,














??? zj(t)??? t?????? j ??????????qj(t)???????????
qj(t)??? t?????????I(t)???????????????????wGCj,j′ ?
?? j′ ???? j ??????????????????????τGC ???????
















?? j ?????????????????? CN(t)?? (2.9)???????
CN(t) =
{














PFj(t)????????????zj(t) > 0??? 1?????? 0????IO(t)??

























?????????????? 4???????????? (GA: Genetic Algorithms)
?????. GA??????????????,??????????????????
????????,???????????????????????????????








????. ???????????????????? 2.14 [61]?.




??? (individual) ???. GA??,?????????????????, 1????
?? 2 ???????????/?????????????. ???????????
?? (representation),???????????. ??,???????????????





















f(x1, x2) = 21.5 + x1 sin(4pix1) + x2 sin(20pix2)→ max (2.11)
− 3.0 ≤ x1 ≤ 12.1 (2.12)
4.1 ≤ x2 ≤ 5.8 (2.13)
? (2.12),? (2.13)?????? (2.11)? x1, x2 ????????????????
?.?????????????? 10,???? 0.25,????? 0.01,????? 1000
???. ??? 1000?????????? x1 = 10.11773, x2 = 4.52553???,???
? f(x1, x2) = 36.09850 ??? (? 2.15).
34
? 2.15 ?????????????.? 50????????? 36????????.
2.3.6 ??????
4??? GA???????,??????,???????????????. ???
???,??Message Passing Interface (MPI)?????.

















MPI???, 1? 1????????????.?????MPI??, 1? 1??
???????????, ??????????????. 1? 1?????, ??
?????? 2???.








MPI Send, MPI Recv?????.













????, ????????????? rank???. MPI?mpich2 [64]????, C?
??????.??????????????.










MPI Comm rank(MPI COMM WORLD, &my rank);
if(my rank != 0){
sprintf(message, "Hello,␣my␣process␣rank␣is␣%d",
my rank);






MPI Status recv status;
MPI Comm size(MPI COMM WORLD, &process num);
for(source = 1; source < process num; source++){
MPI Recv(message, LEN, MPI CHAR, source, 0,







}?? MPI init() ? MPI ????????. ????????????????
rank ?????????. ?? rank ???????????. ????? rank ?
MPI Comm rank()?????.???, rank???MPI send()??????????,
MPI Recv()???????????. rank 0??????????????????,
????. MPI Comm size()?????????????.
Listing 2.2 execute
$ mpicc −o MPI Hello MPI Hello.c




Hello, my process rank is 1
Hello, my process rank is 2
Hello, my process rank is 3
Hello, my process rank is 4
Hello, my process rank is 5
Hello, my process rank is 6










???????? [18]??????????????????? [65]??? [66]???
???????????? [67]?????????? [68]??????????????
??????????????–????????????????? (LTD) ????





























































































(xl, yl) (xr, yr)
PCr(t) 
PCl(t) 
? 3.1 ????–CPG–?????????????. ??????(A) ?????
???? [44]?(B) ????????? CPG??? [44]?(C) ????? [60]??
???(A) ??????????????????????? 4 ?????????
??????????? 6 ???????(x1, x2) ???????????(x3, x4)?
(x6, x7)?????????????(x9, x10)?(x12, x13)?????????????
(xr, yr)?(xl, yl) ???????????x5, x8 ???????????x11, x14 ?
????????????????????M ????????l1 ???????l2




y2, y4 ??????????, ????????????. ????????????
????????? (Feedi)?????, ?????????????.???,???
????? 65?????????. (C) ???????????????? CPG?
?? y2, y4 ???????? 65??????????????????? Fg2, Fg4
???????????????????????????. ???????????




???????? 2?? 2????????????????? Taga ??? [44]?






???????????????????????? [44, 45]. ???????? A.2
???. ???????????????????.
x¨ = P (x)F+Q(x, x˙,Tr(y),Fg(x, x˙)), (3.1)
????x ???? 4 ??? 1 ?????? 4 ????????? 14 × 1 ??????
P? 14× 8????F??????? 8× 1??????Q????????????
14× 1?????, Fg??????? 4× 1??????Tr(y)??????????y
?????????????????? 12 × 1??????????????????
















−kg(yl − 0) + bgf(−y˙l) {yl < 0},
0 ????, (3.2)
(xr, yr), (xl, yl) ????????????????. xr0, xl0 ?????, ??????
???????? xr, xl ?????. Fg1,Fg3 ?????????????, Fg2,Fg4 ?




C(x)x¨ = D(x, x˙), (3.3)
C ? (8× 14)???, D? (8× 1)????????. ???????? A.4???. ?
(3.1)?? (3.3)??????,
F = [C(x)P (x)]−1[D(x, x˙)− C(x)Q(x, x˙,Tr(y),Fg(x, x˙))], (3.4)
????, F????????,? (3.4)?? (3.1)??????,
x¨ = P (x)[C(x)P (x)]−1[D(x, x˙)






???????????? (2.6)???, 12??????????? CPG??????
?? (? 3.1B). ??,?????????????? (2.6)?????????????
????????????????????????????????? [44]. ????
?? (3.6)??????
τiu˙i = −ui +
12∑
i′=1
wCPGi,i′ yi′ − βvi + u0
+ Feedi(X, X˙,Cere(Fg(X, X˙),CNk (t)),
τ ′i v˙i = −vi + yi,
yi = max(0, ui),
Cere(Fg(X, X˙),CNk (t)) =

1.0 Fgx > 0 (x ∈ {2, 4}),
1.0 CNk(t) > 0 (k ∈ {l, r}),
0.0 ????,
(3.6)
??? ui ??? i??????yi ??? i????vi ??? i??????????u0
?????????????wCPGi,i′ ??? i′ ??????????????β ????
??τi ? τ ′i ??? i?????Feedi ?????????????????????Cere


















(? 3.1C)?????????????? (2.7)?????, ?????,????? I(t)
? 2???????????. ???,??????????????????????



















1 y2(t) > 0 ?? j ???,
1 y4(t) > 0 ?? j ???,
0 ????,
(3.7)
??? zj(t)??? t?????? j ??????????qj(t)???????????
qj(t)??? t?????????I(t)?????????????????????? j
??????????? CPG???????,?????????? CPG?????
???. ??,?????? CPG?????????? 1????????? 0????
wGCj,j′ ??? j′ ???? j ??????????????????????τGC ????
44
????????????? t?????????????? (2.8)????. ????















zj(t) + PC (j ???),
(3.8)
???, PCl(t), PCr(t)???, ??? 1?????????????????????
2???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? 3?????????????j
?????? PCl(t), ????? PCr(t)???. ?????????????????
??????????????????????wPFj ????????????? j ?













???????? PCl(t), PCr(t)??????? θPC ???????????????











?????. ????? wPFj ???????????





j (IO(t− tdelay)× (−0.95)
+ (1− IO(t− tdelay))× 0.003)),
IO(t) =

1.0 Fg2 > 0??? j ???,
1.0 Fg4 > 0??? j ???,
0 ????,
(3.10)
PFj(t)????????????zj(t) > 0??? 1?????? 0????tdelay ???
????????????????????????????????IO(t)?????
?????????????????????? 1, ??????? 0??????wPFj
??????????????????????? (LTD)?????????????





?????????????????????????????? Taga ??? [44] ?




??????? (3.6) ? CNl(t), CNr(t) ???? CPG ??????????????
???? CPG?????????????????????????????????








?????? 4?? Runge-Kutta????????????? 10?????????
????????????????????????????? (kg = 10000.0 N/m),
????????????????????. ??,????????? 1??????










Distance[m]1 2 3 4 5
Distance[m]1 2 3 4 5
Distance[m]1 2 3 4 5









i t  [m]
 [m]






? 3.2 ??????????????. ????? (m)?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????























?? 5.53± 0.45 6.89± 0.34









3.3.4 ??????????? + ???????????
?????????????????????????? (????? phf 99%???

















5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0
? 3.3 ???????????. ???? 200?????????? (zj(t) > 0??
?)?????????????????????????????????????


































































? 3.4 ?????????????????. (A) ???????????????
(?)????? (2.8)???(B) ????????????? 0??????????
????????1?? (??)?3?? (??)?5?? (??)???????????
?????????(C) ??????????? (?)????? (3.9)???????
? (B)????????????
51
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Distance [m]



















































???????? 2?????????????? [44, 88]??????????? 2
?????? [53, 54] ??2???????????????????????????























































































????????????????, ?????? CPG ?????????? [98].
CPG??????????????????????? [99]. ??,??????–??
?????????, ????????????, ?????????????????
?. motor module?? [32,33]? CPG???,??????????????????
??????????????????????????. ?????????????
????????? motor module??????????????,????? 4???
5??motor module??????????????? [30,31]. ????motor module
???????????????????? [100]. ? 1??????????????
???, ? 2????????????????????????, ? 3???????
????????????????????. ? 4?????????????????
??????. ???????motor module????????????, motor module
???????????????? [34]. ??,??????????????????
motor module??????,???????????????? [34, 101, 102]. ???
???????????????????, ???,????? motor module????
????????, ??? 1?? motor module???????? [43, 101]. ?????
??? motor module???????????, ??????????????????
???????????? [34,35]. ??,?????????motor module?????





?? [44–51]. ?????, ???????? CPG ????? 2 ?? 2 ???????
???, ???????????? motor module ????????????????
?????????. ????, 5?? motor module???????????????
??????????????. GA??????????????,????????




??????????????. ???,?? GA???,????????????. ?
?, GA?? 2???????????????????. ???, (a)????????,
?????????????????????????? (b)??????????,?
??????? CPG????????. ??????,?????????.???,?
? (b)??? motor module?????????.
4.2 ??
4.2.1 ?????
??, ??, ?? (HAT), ??, ?????? 2 ?? 7 ??????????????
(? 4.1). ????????????????? 4.1???? [48].
? 4.1 ??????????
HAT ?? ?? ??
?? (m) 0.800 0.4165 0.418 0.066
?? (kg) 44.070 6.500 3.055 0.975
??????? (kgm2) 5.823 0.117 0.048 9.347× 10−5
??????????????????????????????. ???,???,?
???????????? 1.09, 3.17, 0.943 Nms/rad??? [49]. ??,???,???
????,????????????. ???,???????????????????
57
2.0× 103Nm/rad, 5.0× 102Nms/rad???. ?????????,?????????
??????. ???????????????? 5.0 × 103N/m, 1.0 × 103Ns/m ??
?, ????? 2.5× 104N/m, 5.0× 102Ns/m???.
???????????????????????? [44, 45]. ???????? A.8?
??. ???????????????????.
x¨ = P (x)F+Q(x, x˙,Fg(x, x˙),Tr(F’m)), (4.1)
x ? 7?????????????? (21× 1)???, P ? (21× 12)???, F???
???????? (21× 1), Q???????????????? (21× 1), Fg????
????? (8× 1)???. Tr??????????? (6× 1)???. F’m?????
































−kgy(ylh − 0) + bgyf(−y˙lh) {ylh < 0}
0 ????,
(4.2)
(xrt, yrt), (xrh, yrh), (xlt, ylt), (xlh, ylh) ????????????????????.
xrt0, xrh0, xlt0, xlh0 ?????, ?????????????????????????
58
? xrt, xrh, xlt, xlh ?????. Fgxrt, Fgxrh, Fgxlt, Fgxlh ?????????????,




C(x)x¨ = D(x, x˙) (4.3)
C ? (12× 21)???, D? (12× 1)????????. ???????? A.10???.
? (4.1)?? (4.3)??????,
F = [C(x)P (x)]−1[D(x, x˙)− C(x)Q(x, x˙,Fg(x, x˙),Tr(F’m))] (4.4)
????, F????????,? (4.4)?? (4.1)??????,
x¨ = P (x)[C(x)P (x)]−1[D(x, x˙)




























? 4.1 ????????????????. ??? ??????. ???, 1, ??
? (GM); 2, ??? (IL); 3, ??????? (BFL); 4, ???? (RF); 5, ????
??? (BFS); 6, ???? (VA); 7, ??? (GC); 8, ???? (SO); 9, ????
(TA) ???. ??,??,??????? HAT???. ??: ??????. Rhythm
Generator (RG) ??????? Pattern Formation (PF) ???????????
?? CPG???. RG??, 4???????? 2? (??????)????,??
???????????????. ?????????, PF ???????????
? 5?? motor module????? (???????????????????). ?
?, RG???? 2??????? (??????)???????, PF??????
?????? 5??motor module????? (??????????).
4.2.2 ????
??????? 9 ?, ? 18 ???????? (? 4.1A). ???????????
(GM), ??? (IL), ??????? (BFL), ???? (RF), ??????? (BFS), ?




F ′m = F¯
CE
m · k(ξm) · h(ηm) · αm + FPDm + FPEm ,
k(ξm) = 0.32 + 0.71 exp[−1.112(ξm − 1)] sin[3.722(ξm − 0.656)],






m {exp[15(Lm − L¯m)]− 1},
(4.6)
F ′m ??????????, m???????? (m = 1, ..., 18). F¯CEm ????? (CE)
????????, k(ξm)?????-????, h(ηm)?????-????, αm ? α?
??????????????? (0 ≤ αm ≤ 1), FPDm ? FPEm ???????????,
ξm ? ηm ?????????? L¯m ??????????????????????.
ξm = Lm/L¯m, ηm = L˙m/
¯˙Lm ???, Lm, L˙m, ¯˙Lm ?????????, ????,??
?????????. cPDm ?????, kPEm ????????. ???????????
A.1???.
4.2.3 ?????
Matsuoka???????? (? (2.6))????, ?????Rhythm Generator (RG)
????????????Pattern Formation (PF)???????????? 14???
?????? CPG??? [25]????? (? 4.2). ?????????????
τiu˙i = −ui +
n∑
i′=1
wCPGi,i′ yi′ − βvi + uθi + Feedi,
τ ′i v˙i = −vi + yi,
yi = max(0, ui).
(4.7)
ui ? i???????????? (1 ≤ i ≤ 14), vi ? i???????????????
?, τi, τ ′i ????, β ? vi ???, wCPGi,i′ ? i′ ????????? i ????????
????????. uθi ????????, Feedi ??????????????????
??. RG??????????????? 4??Matsuoka??????????, ?
???????. ??, PF ??????????????????? 5 ?? Matsuoka
???????????????,?????????? 5?? motor module????
?. 5 ?? motor module ????????, RG ?????????????, ???
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????????????????? (? 4.2B). ????????? A.12 ???. PF
??????????? α??????????,???????. α????????
????,????????????????????????????????. α ?















m,n, cm,n′ , c
′
m,n′ ????????, PFn ? PF ???????????.
θn′ ?????? (n′ ∈ {hip, knee, ankle} ), POSm ?????, Fg???????. ?
?????????? A.13???.
???????, 2 ?????????????? CPG ????????????, ?
???????????????????????????????????????,


















1 2 3 4
Time [sec]

















? 4.2 ??????? CPG???. (A) Rhythm Generator (RG) ???????
Pattern Formation (PF) ?????????. ?????????????????
??????? RG ?? PF ???????. (B) RG ? PF ??????. RG ?
2 ???????? PF ????????????? 5 ?????????????.
RG?????????? (???)?????, PF???????????. 1??
PF?????? 1??motor module???. ?????????????.
4.2.4 ???????
???????????? 56??????? (wαm,n, cm,n′ , c′m,n′ , POSm, Feedi) ?
?????,?????????????????????. ???, GA [108]????
??????????????. ??????????????.
wdD + wsS → max (4.10)
wd, ws ?????, D?????????????????????. S ???????
???. ??? 50?????????????. 0.7???? 1???, 0.1?????




????? GA ????, 56 ???????????????????. ???, ?
(4.8) ????, wconditionm = 1.0 ?????. ????????????, ?????
????????????????. ??, m = 1, · · · , 6 ????, wconditionm = 0.8,
m = 7, 8, 9 ????, wconditionm = 0.6 ????, ?????????????? MEPs
??? [106]?????????. ???,???????????????????, 2
??????????????????????. 1 ???????????????
?????????????, 28????????? (cm,n′ , c′m,n′)? GA???,??
???. ???????????????. ???????????????????
??????????????????, 48 ?? CPG ??????????????
(Feedi) ? GA ???, ?????. ????? CPG ????????. ??????,
??????????, motor module???????????????.
4.2.6 ???????????
GA ????????????? Message Passing Interface (MPI) ???????
?. ????????? C?????,?????? 4?? Runge-Kutta??????.
?????? 0.1??????. ??????? [44–46, 48] ??????,??????
?????????. ???, ????????????????? HAT ??????
??????,????????. ???????? HAT?????????????.





GA? 3000???,???????????? 2???????? (? 4.3A). ???
??????????? A.14.1???. ?????????????????? 2??
????????. ? 4.3B???????. ??? (IL)??????????????,
??? (GM), ???? (VA) ????????????????. ???? (TA) ??
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???????????????????????. ???? (SO)???? (GC)??
???????????????. ????????????????????????
????? [31]. ? 4.3C?????????. ??????????????????
???? [31]. ????????,????????????????, 55.6%, 54.5%?








































































































? 4.3 ???????. (A) ????????????. 0.1 sec ???????







????????????? 200???,???????????????? (? 4.4A).
??????????????? A.14.2???. ??, GA? CPG?????????
??, 1000???, CPG?????????????? (? 4.5A). ?????????
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?????? A.14.3???. ???????????,???????????????
???? (? 4.4A). ????????????? (???)?????????????
????? IL, SO, GC ?????????? (? 4.4B). ???, IL, GM, RF, VA,?
?????? (BFS), TA????,????????????????????. ???
?????? (?????)?????????????? (? 4.4C). ????????,
????????????????, 60.9%, 50.9%????. ????????????
?????????????????. ??, CPG?????????????????
????????????? (? 4.5A). ????, CPG??????????????
??????. ????? (???)?????????????????? VA, TA, ?
?????? (BFL) ????????????. ???, GM, RF, BFS ??????
??????????????????. ?????????????????????
??????????????. ??, VA, BFL, TA, SO, GC????,???????
???????????? (? 4.5B). ???????????,????????? (?
????)????????? (?: 49.9%,?: 75.2%). ??????????????
(? 4.5C).
































































































[% Gait cycle] [% Gait cycle]
0.0 0.0











? 4.4 ???????. (A) ?????????????????. (B) ?????




























































































































?? 4.6 ????. ??????????????? (? 4.6A) ???????? (?




























































































































4.3.4 ??????????? motor module???
???,???????????????????,?? 5???? motor module?
???????. ? 4.7A ???????????, ??? motor module ??????
???????????????.????, 1 ?????????????. ??,? 5
motor module (????????)????? 1 motor module (??????????)
????????????????. ? 4.7B???????????,????????
??? motor module? 1?????????????. ??????,???????
? 2 motor module?????????????, ?????????. ? 4.7C? CPG
????????,??????????? motor module? 1???????????
??. ???,??? (?)???? 1 motor module?????????????, ??
???, ??, ?? motor module ?????????. 2 ?? motor module ????
?,???????????????, ? 2,? 3 motor module,? 3,? 4 motor module,
? 4, ? 5 motor module ?????????????????????? (? 4.8). ?
??????? CPG???????????? (? 4.8B). ?????, CPG????
???, motor module????????, ??? 1???????????????,?
????????????????. ??????,?????? motor module???
????????????????????. ???????????,???????
????,??,? 4 motor module????????????, ???????????
?????? (? 4.8C). ???????????????? (FWHM)?,??????
?,???????, CPG??????????, 12.467, 13.730, 13.528????. ??
??, CPG????????? motor module??????????????????
?, ?????????????????. ????????,???????? CPG?
????? motor module?????????, ???????? 1?????????


















































































































? 4.7 ???????? motor module?????? (??: ???,??: ???).
(A), (B), (C)????????,???????, CPG?????????????











































































? 4.8 motor module?????????. (A) motor module?????????
?. 1 ?????? 1 ??? 5 motor module ??????????. ??????
???????????????, 1 ????? 2pi (??) ??????. ? motor
module ????????????, ???????????????? (? 3, ? 4
motor module??????????). (B) ????????? 3????????
??????. ???? motor module ???, ????? (?????) ???. ?
?, ??, ??????????????, ???????, CPG ?????????






18???????? RG, PF??????? CPG????????????????
???????????. ???????????????????, GA??????
???????????????,????????. ??????????,?????
?? [106]??, ????????????????????. ????,???????
??????. ??????????????, 2 ?????????. 1 ??????
????????????????????????. ???????????????
??,?????????,?????????????????????. ??????
?,??????????????????. ??, motor module??????????
???????????????????, ????????????, ???????
?????. ?? 1????? CPG???????????. ???????????
??,?????????????????????. ?????????,???motor
module ??????????, ???????????????????????. ?
?????, motor module????????, 1??????????????????
????. ???????,???????????????????????????
?????, motor module??????????????,?????????????
??????????. ??,???????????????????, motor module









Motor Modules Motor Modules
? 4.9 2??????????????. ??????????????????. ?
??????????? 2??????????, ?????????????motor
module?????????? [42]. ??? CPG?????????????. ??
? motor module????????????,???,??????????????
???, ?????????? CPG?????????????? [43].
4.4.1 ???????
??????????????? [44–46] ? CPG ??? [48, 49, 51] ??????
?. ???????????????????, ????? 56 ???????????
??????. ???????????????????? [48], ???? [107, 110],
GA [46, 47]??????????. ??, Aoi et. al. (2019)????????????
CPG?????????????????? [52]. ???, 69???????????
????????. ?????, GA ????, ??????????????????
????????. GA? 56??????????????????????????.





?????????. ???????????,????, motor module???????
????????. ??,????????????,???????motor module??
???????. ???????????????. Allen et al. (2013)???????
?????????????????, motor module???????????????





???????? motor module???????????????. ?????????























? [113]. ????, ??????????????????????????????














Hashiguchi et al. (2016) ??????????? motor module ?? 1 ?????
????????????,??? motor module?????, ???????????
?????????????????????????????? [103]. ??????
??????, ??????????????????????, CPG ???????
????????????????????????????. ?????,?????
?????? motor module???????, CPG??????? motor module??
??????????????????????. ??, ?????????????
??????????????? [118–121] , ?????????,?????????
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? [122–124]. ?????????????????????????,??, ?????
??????????????, motor module??????????????????




????, ?????????, ???????? motor module ?????????
??????. ????????????? 2??????????, ????????
????,?????motor module????????????. ???,???????
????????????????????????????????????. ???
????, ?????????, ??????? motor module ???????????


































?? 4???, ?????????? 2???????????????????. 7?




???????. ??????????????, 2?????????. 1??????
?????????????????????????. ??????????????
???,?????????,??????????????????????????.
???????,??????????????????. ??, motor module????
?????????????????????????, ????????????, ?
???????????. ?? 1?????? CPG???????????. ????
?? (CPG)???????,??????????????????????????.
?????????,????? motor module??????????, ???????
????????????????. ??????, motor module????????, 1
??????????????????????. ???????,?????????
???????????????????????, ????????????????





















































??????,??????????????? ??? ???????? ??????
?????????. ???????????????,??????????????
??????????, ???????????. ???????????????,??
???????????????????????? ??? ???????? ????


















12 = 2750 N, F¯
CE
4 =













1150 N, F¯CE8 = F¯
CE








10 = 0.00275 Ns/m,
cPD2 = c
PD








13 = 0.00300 Ns/m,
cPD5 = c
PD








16 = 0.00275 Ns/m,
cPD8 = c
PD







































L¯1 = L¯10 = 0.30 m, L¯2 = L¯11 = 0.35 m, L¯3 = L¯12 = 0.46 m, L¯4 = L¯13 = 0.48 m,
L¯5 = L¯14 = 0.29 m, L¯6 = L¯15 = 0.26 m, L¯7 = L¯16 = 0.56 m, L¯8 = L¯17 = 0.35 m,
L¯9 = L¯18 = 0.30 m. L˙m = 0.00003 m/s.
A.2 3???????
Mx¨1 = F1 + F3,
Mx¨2 = F2 + F4 −Mg,
m1x¨3 = −F1 + F5,
m1x¨4 = −F2 + F6 −m1g,
I1x¨5 = −F1(l1/2) sinx5 + F2(l1/2) cosx5
−F5(l1/2) sinx5 − F6(l1/2) cosx5
−b1|x5 − pi/2|x˙5 − {b2 + bkf(x5 − x11)} (x˙5 − x˙11)
kkh(x5 − x11) + Tr1 + Tr3,
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m1x¨6 = −F3 + F7,
m1x¨7 = −F4 + F8 −m1g,
I1x¨8 = −F3(l1/2) sinx8 + F4(l1/2) cosx8
−F7(l1/2) sinx8 − F8(l1/2) cosx8
−b1|x8 − pi/2|x˙8 − {b2 + bkf(x8 − x14)}(x˙8 − x˙14)
kkh(x8 − x14) + Tr2 + Tr4,
m2x¨9 = −F5 + Fg1,
m2x¨10 = −F6 + Fg2 −m2g,
I2x¨11 = −F5(l2/2) sinx11 − F6(l2/2) cosx11
−Fg1(l2/2) sinx11 − Fg2(l2/2) cosx11
−{b2 + bkf(x5 − x11)} (x˙11 − x˙5)
kkh(x5 − x11) + Tr3 + Tr5,
m2x¨12 = −F7 + Fg3,
m2x¨13 = −F8 + Fg4 −m2g,
I2x¨14 = −F7(l2/2) sinx14 − F8(l2/2) cosx14
−Fg3(l2/2) sinx14 − Fg4(l2/2) cosx14
−{b2 + bkf(x8 − x14)} (x˙14 − x˙8)
kkh(x8 − x14) + Tr4 + Tr6,
f(x) = max(0, x), h(x) =
{
1.0 {x ≥ 0}
0.0 ????.
???????? (xr, yr), (xl, yl) ??????.
(xr, yr) = (x9 + (l2/2) cosx11, x10 − (l2/2) sinx11),
(xl, yl) = (x12 + (l2/2) cosx14, x13 − (l2/2) sinx14).




ey2 − phfy1,Tr2 = phey4 − phfy3,
Tr3 = p
k









phf = 9.75, p
h
e = 55.25, p
k
f = 9.0, p
k
e = 9.0, p
a




x1 = x3 − (l1/2) cosx5,
x2 = x4 + (l1/2) sinx5,
x1 = x6 − (l1/2) cosx8,
x2 = x7 + (l1/2) sinx8,
x3 + (l1/2) cosx5 = x9 − (l2/2) cosx11,
x4 − (l1/2) sinx5 = x10 + (l2/2) sinx11,
x6 + (l1/2) cosx8 = x12 − (l2/2) cosx14,
x7 − (l1/2) sinx8 = x13 + (l2/2) sinx14,
??? 2????,????.
x¨1 − x¨3 − (l1/2) sinx5x¨5 = (l1/2) cosx5x˙25
x¨2 − x¨4 − (l1/2) cosx5x¨5 = −(l1/2) sinx5x˙25
x¨1 − x¨6 − (l1/2) sinx8x¨8 = (l1/2) cosx8x˙28
x¨2 − x¨7 − (l1/2) cosx8x¨8 = −(l1/2) sinx8x˙28
x¨3 − (l1/2) sinx5x¨5 − x¨9 − (l2/2) sinx11x¨11 = (l1/2) cosx5x˙25 + (l2/2) cosx11x˙211,
x¨4 − (l1/2) cosx5x¨5 − x¨10 − (l2/2) cosx11x¨11 = −(l1/2) sinx5x˙25 − (l2/2) sinx11x˙211,
x¨6 − (l1/2) sinx8x¨8 − x¨12 − (l2/2) sinx14x¨14 = (l1/2) cosx8x˙28 + (l2/2) cosx14x˙214,
x¨7 − (l1/2) cosx8x¨8 − x¨13 − (l2/2) cosx14x¨14 = −(l1/2) sinx8x˙28 − (l2/2) sinx14x˙214.
??????????? A.5???.
A.5 3??????????????? [44]
M = 48.0 kg, m1 = 7.0 kg, l1 = 0.5 m, I1 = 0.146 kgm
2, m2 = 4.0 kg, l2 = 0.6 m,
I2 = 0.120 kgm
2, b1 = 10.0 Nm/rad, b2 = 10.0 Nms/rad, bk = 1000.0 Nm/rad, kk =





x1 = 0.0, x2 = 1.09, x5 = x11 = 0.45pi, x8 = x14 = 0.57pi, x3 = x1 + (l1/2) cosx5,
x4 = x2− (l1/2) sinx5, x6 = x1+(l1/2) cosx8, x7 = x2− (l1/2) sinx8, x9 = l1 cosx5+
(l2/2) cosx11, x10 = x2 − l1 sinx5 − (l2/2) sinx11, x12 = l1 cosx8 + (l2/2) cosx14,
x13 = x2 − l1 sinx8 − (l2/2) sinx14.
A.6 3?? CPG????????? [44]
u0 = 5.75, τ1, · · · , τ4 = 0.05 sec, τ ′1, · · · , τ ′4 = 0.60 sec, τ5, · · · , τ12 = 0.025 sec,
τ ′5, · · · , τ ′12 = 0.30 sec, β = 2.5,
wCPGi,i′ =

−2.0 (i, i′) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 4), (4, 3),
(5, 6), (6, 5), (7, 8), (8, 7),
(9, 10), (10, 9), (11, 12),
(12, 11)} ,
−1.0 (i, i′) ∈ {(1, 3), (3, 1), (2, 4), (4, 2),
(6, 1), (6, 2), (8, 3), (8, 4),




Feed1 = a1(x5 − pi/2)− a2(x8 − pi/2) + a3(x11 − pi/2)Cere(Fg2,CNl(t))
+a4Cere(Fg4,CNr(t)),
Feed2 = a1(pi/2− x5)− a2(pi/2− x8) + a3(pi/2− x11)Cere(Fg2,CNl(t))
−a4Cere(Fg4,CNr(t)),
Feed3 = a1(x8 − pi/2)− a2(x5 − pi/2) + a3(x14 − pi/2)Cere(Fg4,CNr(t))
+a4Cere(Fg2,CNl(t)),
Feed4 = a1(pi/2− x8)− a2(pi/2− x5) + a3(pi/2− x14)Cere(Fg4,CNr(t))
−a4Cere(Fg2,CNl(t)),
Feed5 = a5(pi/2− x14)Cere(Fg4,CNr(t)),
Feed6 = a5(x14 − pi/2)Cere(Fg4,CNr(t)),
Feed7 = a5(pi/2− x11)Cere(Fg2,CNl(t)),
Feed8 = a5(x11 − pi/2)Cere(Fg2,CNl(t)),
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Feed9 = a6(pi/2− x11)Cere(Fg2,CNl(t)) + a7(pi/2− x14)Cere(Fg4,CNr(t))
−a8x˙11Cere(Fg2,CNl(t)),
Feed10 = a6(x11 − pi/2)Cere(Fg2,CNl(t)) + a7(x14 − pi/2)Cere(Fg4,CNr(t))
+a8x˙11Cere(Fg2,CNl(t)),
Feed11 = a6(pi/2− x14)h(Fg4) + a7(pi/2− x11)Cere(Fg2,CNl(t))
−a8x˙14Cere(Fg4,CNr(t)),
Feed12 = a6(x14 − pi/2)h(Fg4) + a7(x11 − pi/2)Cere(Fg2,CNl(t))
+a8x˙14Cere(Fg4,CNr(t)),
???, a1, · · · , a8 ??????, a1 = 1.5, a2 = 1.0, a3 = 1.5, a4 = 1.5, a5 = 3.0,
a6 = 1.5, a7 = 3.0, a8 = 1.5 ???. Feedi ?????, ???, ??????, ???
???????????????????. ???, Feed1 ?????????????
?????????????????, ? 1???????????????,????
?????????, ?????????????. ? 2??????????????
??,?????????????, ?????????????. ? 3????????
????????, ?????????????, ?????????????. ???,
????????????????, ???????????????????????






−1.0 i = 1,
1.0 i = 3,
0 ????.
A.7 ???????????
N = 2000, τGC = 0.090 sec, θPC = 0.85, w
GC








mHATx¨1 = F1 + F3,
mHATx¨2 = F2 + F4 −mHATg,
IHATx¨3 = −F1lHAT sinx3 − F2lHAT cosx3 − F3lHAT − F4lHAT cosx3
mulegx¨4 = −F3 + F7,
mulegx¨5 = −F4 + F8 −mulegg,
Iulegx¨6 = −F3luthigh sinx6 − F4luthigh cosx6
−F7llthigh sinx6 − F8llthigh cosx6
−elakf(x6 − x12)(x˙6 − x˙12)− dumpkf(x6 − x12)− visk(x˙6 − x˙12)
−vish(x˙3 − x˙6) + Tr1 + Tr3,
mulegx¨7 = −F5 + F9,
mulegx¨8 = −F6 + F10 −mulegg,
Iulegx¨9 = −F5luthigh sinx9 + F6luthigh cosx9
−F9llthigh sinx9 − F10llthigh cosx9
−elakf(x9 − x15)(x˙9 − x˙15)− dumpkf(x9 − x15)− visk(x˙9 − x˙15)
−vish(x˙3 − x˙9) + Tr2 + Tr4,
mllegx¨10 = −F5 + F9,
mllegx¨11 = −F6 + F10 −mllegg,
Illegx¨12 = −F5lushank sinx12 − F6lushank cosx12
−F9llshank sinx12 − F10llshank cosx12
+elakf(x6 − x12)(x˙6 − x˙12) + dumpkf(x6 − x12) + visk(x˙6 − x˙12)
−visa(x˙12 − x˙18) + Tr3,
mllegx¨13 = −F7 + F11,
mllegx¨14 = −F8 + F12 −mllegg,
Illegx¨15 = −F7lushank sinx15 − F8lushank cosx15
−F11llshank sinx15 − F12llshank cosx15
+elakf(x9 − x15)(x˙9 − x˙15) + dumpkf(x9 − x15) + visk(x˙9 − x˙15)
−visa(x˙15 − x˙21) + Tr4,
mfootx¨16 = −Fgxrt + Fgxrh,
mfootx¨17 = −F10 + Fgyrt + Fgyrh −mfootg,
Ifootx¨18 = −F9lfoot1 sinx18 − F10lfoot1 cosx18
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−Fgxrtlfoot2 sinx18 − 0.809− Fgyrtlfoot2 cosx18 − 0.809
−Fgxrhlfoot3 sinx18 + 0.956− Fgyrhlfoot3 cosx18 + 0.956,
−visa(x˙12 − x˙18) + elaa|x18| − dumpax˙18 + Tr5,
mfootx¨19 = −F11 + Fgxlt + Fgxlh,
mfootx¨20 = −F12 + Fgylt + Fgylh −mfootg,
Ifootx¨21 = −F11lfoot1 sinx21 − F12lfoot1 cosx12
−Fgxltlfoot2 sinx21 − 0.809− Fgyrtlfoot2 cosx21 − 0.809
−Fgxlhlfoot3 sinx21 − 0.956− Fgyrhlfoot3 cosx21 − 0.956
−visa(x˙15 − x˙21) + elaa|x21| − dumpax˙21 + Tr6.
f(x) = max(0, x), h(x) =
{
1.0 {x ≥ 0}
0.0 ????.
???????????? (xrt, yrt), (xrh, yrh), (xlt, ylt), (xlh, ylh)????????.
xrt = x10 + llshank cosx12 + lfoot2 cosx18 − 0.809,
yrt = x11 − llshank sinx12 − lfoot2 sinx18 − 0.809,
xrh = x10 + llshank cosx12 + lfoot3 cosx18 + 0.956,
yrh = x11 − llshank sinx12 − lfoot3 sinx18 + 0.956,
xlt = x13 + llshank cosx15 + lfoot2 cosx21 − 0.809,
ylt = x14 − llshank sinx15 − lfoot2 sinx21 − 0.809,
xlh = x13 + llshank cosx15 + lfoot3 cosx21 + 0.956,
ylh = x14 − llshank sinx15 − lfoot3 sinx21 + 0.956,
????? 2.10B, ??????????? A.11???.
A.9 4???????
Tr1 = −Mhip1F ′2 +Mhip2F ′1 −Mhip3F ′4 +Mhip4F ′3,
Tr2 = −Mhip1F ′11 +Mhip2F ′10 −Mhip3F ′13 +Mhip4F ′12,
Tr3 = −Mknee1F ′6 +Mknee2F ′5 −Mknee3F ′4 +Mknee4F ′3,+Mknee5F ′7,
Tr4 = −Mknee1F ′15 +Mknee2F ′14 −Mknee3F ′13 +Mknee4F ′12,+Mknee5F ′16,
Tr5 = −Mankle1F ′9 +Mankle2F ′8 +Mankle3F ′7,




x1 + lHAT cosx3 = x4 − luthigh cosx6,
x2 − lHAT sinx3 = x5 + luthigh sinx6,
x1 + lHAT cosx3 = x7 − luthigh cosx9,
x2 − lHAT sinx3 = x8 + luthigh sinx9,
x4 + llthigh cosx6 = x10 − lushank cosx12,
x5 − llthigh sinx6 = x11 + lushank sinx12,
x7 + llthigh cosx9 = x13 − lushank cosx15,
x8 − llthigh sinx9 = x14 + lushank sinx15,
x10 + llshank cosx12 = x16 − lfoot1 cosx18,
x11 − llshank sinx12 = x17 + lfoot1 sinx18,
x13 + llshank cosx15 = x19 − lfoot1 cosx21,
x14 − llshank sinx15 = x20 + lfoot1 sinx21,
??? 2????,????.
x¨1 − x¨4 − lHAT sinx3x¨3 − luthigh sinx6x¨6 = lHAT cosx3x¨23 + luthigh cosx6x˙26,
x¨2 − x¨5 − lHAT cosx3x¨3 − luthigh cosx6x¨6 = −lHAT sinx3x¨23 − luthigh sinx6x˙26,
x¨1 − x¨7 − lHAT sinx3x¨3 − luthigh sinx9x¨9 = lHAT cosx3x¨23 + luthigh cosx9x˙29,
x¨2 − x¨8 − lHAT cosx3x¨3 − luthigh cosx9x¨9 = −lHAT sinx3x¨23 − luthigh sinx9x˙29,
x¨4 − llthigh sinx6x¨6 − x¨10 − lushank sinx12x¨12 = −llthigh cosx6x˙26 + lushank cosx12x˙212,
x¨5 − llthigh cosx6x¨6 − x¨11 − lushank cosx12x¨12 = −llthigh sinx6x˙26 − lushank sinx12x˙212,
x¨7 − llthigh sinx9x¨9 − x¨13 − lushank sinx15x¨15 = −llthigh cosx9x¨9 + lushank cosx15x˙215,
x¨8 − llthigh cosx9x¨9 − x¨14 − lushank cosx15x¨15 = −llthigh sinx9x˙29 − lushank sinx15x˙215,
x¨10 − x¨16 − llshank sinx12x¨12 − lfoot1 sinx18x¨18 = llshank cosx12x˙212 + lfoot1 cosx18x˙218
x¨11 − x¨17 − llshank cosx12x¨12 − lfoot1 cosx18x¨18 = −llshank sinx12x˙212 + lfoot1 sinx18x˙218
x¨13 − x¨19 − llshank sinx15x¨15 − lfoot1 sinx21x¨21 = llshank cosx15x˙215 + lfoot1 cosx21 ˙x212
x¨14 − x¨20 − llshank cosx15x¨15 − lfoot1 cosx21x¨21 = −llshank sinx15x˙215 + lfoot1 sinx21x˙221
??????????? A.11???.
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A.11 4????????????? [48, 49]
Mb = 65.0 kg, mHAT = 0.678Mb kg, muleg = 0.1Mb kg, mllower = 0.047Mb kg,
mfoot = 0.015Mb kg, Lb = 1.7 m, lHAT = 0.235Lb m, luthigh = 0.1061Lb m, llthigh =
0.1389Lb m, lushank = 0.1065Lb m, llshank = 0.1395Lb m, IHAT = 0.031Mb kgm
2,
IHAT = 5.823 kgm
2, Iuleg = 0.117 kgm
2, Illeg = 0.048 kgm
2, Ifoot = 9.347 ×
10−5 kgm2, g = 9.80 m/s2, vish = 1.09 Nms/rad, visk = 3.17 Nms/rad, visa =
0.943 Nms/rad, elak = 2000 Nm/rad, elaa = 500 Nm/rad, dumpk = 500 Nms/rad,
dumpa = 500 Nms/rad, kgx = 5000.0 N/m, bgx = 1000.0 Ns/m, kgy = 25000.0 N/m,
bgy = 500.0 Ns/m, Mhip1 = 0.132, Mhip2 = 0.092, Mhip3 = 0.049, Mhip4 = 0.054,
Mknee1 = 0.040, Mknee2 = 0.049, Mknee3 = 0.025, Mknee4 = 0.049, Mknee5 = 0.050,
Mankle1 = 0.023, Mankle2 = 0.036, Mankle3 = 0.040.
????????????????.
x1 = 0.0, x2 = 1.43, x3 = 1.57, x6 = x12 = 0.57pi, x9 = x15 = 0.45pi, x18 = x21 =
1.097, x4 = x1 + lHAT cosx3 + luthigh cosx6, x5 = x2 − lHAT sinx3 − luthigh sinx6,
x7 = x1 + lHAT cosx3 + luthigh cosx9, x8 = x2 − lHAT sinx3 − luthigh sinx9, x10 =
x4 + llthigh cosx6 + lushank cosx12, x11 = x5 − llthigh sinx6 − lushank sinx12, x13 =
x7 + llthigh cosx9 + lushank cosx15, x14 = x8 − llthigh sinx9 − lushank sinx15, x16 =
x10 + llshank cosx12 + lfoot1 cosx18, x17 = x11 − llshank sinx12 − lfoot1 sinx18, x19 =
x13 + llshank cosx15 + lfoot1 cosx21, x20 = x14 − llshank sinx15− lfoot1 sinx21.
A.12 4?? CPG?????????




τRG1 , · · · , τRG4 = 0.20 sec, τ ′RG1 , · · · , τ ′RG4 = 0.50 sec, βRG1 , · · · , βRG4 = 2.00,
uRGθ1 , · · · , uRGθ4 = 2.00,
wCPGRGi,i′ =

−2.0 (i, i′) ∈ {(1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 1), (2, 4),





1 fgrhd + f(G
RG





4 ,Fglh, 0.0) +G
RG
5 θrhip −GRG6 θlhip,
FeedRG3 = G
RG
7 Fglhd + f(G
RG





10 ,Fgrh, 0.0) +G
RG
11 θlhip −GRG12 θrhip,
Fgrhd =
{




1.0 Fglh > 0?? Fglhold ≤ 0,
0.0 otherwise,
f(a, b, c) =
{
a {b > c} ,
0.0 otherwise,
??? Fgrhd,Fglhd ????????????????????? 1 ???,
Fgrhold,Fglhold ????? 1?????? Fgrh,Fglh ???. θrhip, θlhip ?????,?




τPF1 , · · · , τPF10 = 0.08 sec, τ ′PF1 , · · · , τ ′PF10 = 0.60 sec, βPF1 , βPF6 = 15.0 sec, βPF2 , βPF7 =
10.0 sec, βPF3 , · · · , βPF5 = 5.00 sec, βPF8 , · · · , βPF10 = 5.00 sec,
wCPGPFi,i′ =

−10.0 (i, i′) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5),
(5, 1), (3, 5), (6, 7), (7, 8),
(8, 9), (9, 10), (10, 6),
(8, 10)} ,
−3.0 (i, i′) ∈ {(5, 8), (10, 3), (1, 9), (6, 4), } ,
1.0 (i, i′) ∈ {(1, 8), (6, 3), (8, 1), (3, 6),
(5, 7), (7, 5), (10, 2), (2, 10)} ,
0.0 otherwise.










































g(a, b, c) =
{
a {b < c} ,
0.0 otherwise.
???, uPFθi ? RG ???????? PF ?????????????. ???, uPFθ1
??, uRG4 ?−0.30????????−uRG4 ???????,????? 0???. ??,
?????????? PF??????????????????????????.
FeedPF1 = −GPF1 θrhip +GPF2 θlhip +GPF3 θrkneeh(Fgrh) +GPF4 h(Fgrt),
FeedPF2 = −GPF5 θrkneeh(Fgrh) +GPF6 θrhiph(Fgrh)−GPF7 θ˙rkneeh(Fgrh) +GPF8 θrankleh(Fgrh),












FeedPF6 = −GPF19 θlhip +GPF20 θrhip +GPF21 θlkneeh(Fglh) +GPF22 h(Fglt),
FeedPF7 = −GPF23 θlkneeh(Fglh) +GPF24 θlhiph(Fglh)−GPF25 θ˙lkneeh(Fglh) +GPF26 θlankleh(Fglh),













1.0 {a > 0.0} ,
0.0 otherwise.
???, θrknee, θlknee, θrankle, θlankle ???????????, ??????, ?????
?, ?????????. GPF ? GA ???????????????, ??????
A.14???.
CPG????????
uRG1 = 0.1, u
RG
2 = −2.0, uRG3 = −2.0, uRG4 = −0.0, uPFi = 0.0.
A.13 α?????????????
???????
wcondition1 , · · · , wcondition18 = 1.0,
























4 1 = G
α
7 ,
























7 2 = G
α
14,












9 5 = G
α
18,















































15 5 = G
α
13,
















18 5 = G
α
18,
otherwise wαm,n = 0.0,
c5 knee = G
c
1, c6 knee = G
c
2, c2 hip = G
c
3, c1 hip = G
c
4, c1 knee = G
c
5, c9 knee = G
c
6,








8 knee = G
c′
2
c14 knee = G
c
8, c15 knee = G
c
9, c11 hip = G
c
10, c10 hip = G
c
11, c10 knee = G
c
12, c18 knee =
93








17 knee = G
c′
4





1 (−5.0x3 + 1.0x˙3),
POS2 = G
POS














6 (−5.0x3 + 1.0x˙3),
POS11 = G
POS












otherwise POSm = 0.0,
x3, x˙3 ????? HAT ???, HAT ???????. COMv ????????. Gα,
Gc, Gc
′
, GPOS ? GA???????????????,?????? A.14???.
???????





























GPF1 = −0.198, GPF2 = 0.016, GPF3 = 0.057, GPF4 = 0.010, GPF5 = −0.022, GPF6 =
0.710, GPF7 = −0.010, GPF8 = 0.510, GPF9 = −0.198, GPF10 = 0.198, GPF11 = −0.058,








































































Gα1 = 0.650, G
α
2 = −0.278, Gα3 = 0.499, Gα4 = 0.456, Gα5 = 0.139, Gα6 = 0.919,
Gα7 = 0.215, G
α
8 = −0.027, Gα9 = 1.001, Gα10 = 0.050, Gα11 = −0.144, Gα12 = −0.023,
Gα13 = 0.401, G
α
14 = 0.178, G
α
15 = 0.323, G
α
16 = 0.014, G
α
17 = 0.240, G
α
18 = 0.715,
Gc1 = 0.428, G
c
2 = 0.219, G
c
3 = 0.128, G
c
4 = 0.030, G
c
5 = 0.128, G
c
6 = −0.049,









































GPOS1 = 0.208, G
POS
2 = 0.390, G
POS
3 = 0.525, G
POS























Gc1 = 0.453, G
c
2 = 0.087, G
c
3 = 0.937, G
c
4 = 0.800, G
c
5 = 0.976, G
c
6 = 0.225, G
c
7 =
−0.135, Gc8 = 0.348, Gc9 = 0.112, Gc10 = 0.925, Gc11 = 0.847, Gc12 = 1.042, Gc13 =
0.193, Gc14 = −0.136, Gc
′





3 = 0.837, G
c′
4 = 0.403,
GPOS1 = 0.471, G
POS
2 = 0.206, G
POS
3 = 0.424, G
POS
4 = 0.172, G
POS
5 = −0.160.
GPOS6 = 0.386, G
POS
7 = 0.192, G
POS
8 = 0.453, G
POS





GRG1 = −9.270, GRG2 = 0.293, GRG3 = 0.874, GRG4 = 0.854, GRG5 = 0.633, GRG6 =
0.151,
GRG7 = −0.276, GRG8 = 1.749, GRG9 = 1.067, GRG10 = 0.841, GRG11 = 0.359, GRG12 =
0.664,
GPF1 = −0.101, GPF2 = 0.001, GPF3 = 0.030, GPF4 = 0.010, GPF5 = −0.001, GPF6 =
0.020, GPF7 = −0.001, GPF8 = 0.001, GPF9 = −0.020, GPF10 = 0.012, GPF11 = −0.010,
GPF12 = −0.004, GPF13 = 0.055, GPF14 = 0.001, GPF15 = 0.001, GPF16 = 0.001, GPF17 = 0.003,
GPF18 = −0.057, GPF19 = −0.001, GPF20 = 0.001, GPF21 = 0.002, GPF22 = 0.050, GPF23 =
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−0.002, GPF24 = 0.001, GPF25 = −0.003, GPF26 = 0.020, GPF27 = −0.001, GPF28 = 0.007,
GPF29 = −0.007, GPF30 = −0.001, GPF31 = 0.014, GPF32 = 0.001, GPF33 = 0.002, GPF34 =
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